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SALE NOTES 
Address for Viewing 
Meadow Brook Farm, Piddington Road, Ludgershall, Aylesbury, HP18 9PQ. 
 
Directions 
The hamlet of Ludgershall lies about 1.5 miles due south of the A41 Bicester to 
Aylesbury road, 6 miles east of Bicester.  M40 J9 is closest. 
See map on outside back cover of catalogue. 
 
Viewing: 
Saturday 28th September 2019 10am – 4pm. 
 
Parking 
There should be adequate parking either on site or on the verge outside (country 
lane). 
 
Registration 
Prospective bidders must register or login if already registered via the Register/Bid 
Live button  bid.tsauction.co.uk 
A £200 deposit will be taken from all on line bidders on registering for this auction. 
The deposit can be taken from a debit or credit card when registering on 
bid.tsauction.co.uk. Deposits from unsuccessful bidders will be refunded in full the 
day following the auction. Some banks take longer than others to process refunds. 
 
Bidding 
Bidding will open at noon on Saturday 28th September and close from 12 noon on 
Monday 30th September 2019. 
 
The closing time of each lot will be staggered by at least 5 seconds.  If a bid if made 
on any lot during the final five minutes the bidding time of that lot will automatically 
be extended for a further five minutes. 
 
Buyers’ Premium 
A buyers’ premium of 10% plus VAT will be added to the hammer price of all lots. 
 
VAT 
Only those lots marked with a ‘v’ before the lot number are sold subject to the 
addition of VAT at the standard rate.  VAT is also payable on the auctioneer’s 
charges (buyers’ premium). 
 
Descriptions 
All lots have been described to the best of our ability from information supplied.  No 
liability whatsoever is undertaken in respect of faults, deficiencies and errors of 
description either oral or printed. ALL LOTS ARE SOLD AS SEEN WITHOUT 
WARRANTY and are available for inspection prior to sale.  We strongly recommend 
that you view before bidding.  

Your bid is a commitment to purchase and absolutely no claims for refunds 
will be entertained. 

 
 



Payment 
Invoices will be sent to successful purchasers by email on Monday 30th September  
2019.    No sale is confirmed until an invoice has been issued. 
 
Please note that all lots remain at the risk of the buyer from the fall of the hammer and 
it is strongly advised to effect insurance immediately. 
 
Methods of payment are:  Cash (see notes below), bank transfer, debit card. We do 
not accept credit card payments or cheques. 
 
Our bank details are – National Westminster Bank, sort code 60:17:21, account 
number 95544070.  IBAN no  GB 66 NWBK 60172195544070, BIC code NWBKGB 
2L  
 
Payment in Cash: In order to comply with money laundering regulations we will not 
accept payments in cash exceeding £9,000.  Cash payments in excess of £4,000 must 
be accompanied by valid proof of identity ie passport/driving licence, supported by 2 
utility bills, bank statement or equivalent.  Cash payments via your bank will no longer 
be permitted.  The Auctioneers will only accept payment from and permit removal of 
goods purchased by the successful purchased or their duly appointed agent.  No lots 
will be transferred to third party invoices after the auction.   
ANY CASH PAYMENT MUST BE MADE AT OUR READING OFFICE. 
 
Collection 
Will be possible on Tuesday 1st October & Wednesday 2nd October between 9.30 am 
and 4pm each day (thereafter specifically by appointment) providing payment has 
been made and funds cleared.   
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Photos of all lots can be viewed online  

 
 

REFRESHMENTS 
FUND RAISING FOR MACMILLAN CANCER SUPPORT 

‘THE GREAT MACMILLAN COFFEE MORNING’ 
Tea, Coffee and Cakes by Kate Parker and friends throughout viewing  

day in aid of this very worthwhile charity  



 
1  FORDSON STANDARD N INDUSTRIAL PETROL/PARAFFIN TRACTOR 

C1940          
         
 Another original and very rare example of its marque fitted 

with Stanhay pneumatic hoist/crane. 
 
 A conversion by Stanhay of Ashford, Kent and believed to 

be used for hoisting bombs during World War II. 
 
 The front axle is bent and will be supplied with a spare. 
 
 
2  INTERNATIONAL 955 6 CYLINDER DIESEL TRACTOR (1978) 
 Registration No:  XNK 619S      
 SN:  001106 
 8615 hrs showing 
 No V5 
 
 Built between 1977 and 1982 the 955 was primarily 

designed as a Row Crop tractor.  It was superceded by 
1055. 

 
 The origins of the company stem from the mid 1880's when the McCormick 

Brothers, Cyrus and Leander, began trading as the McCormick Harvesting 
Machine Company, later to merge with Deering in 1902 following the death of 
Cyrus in 1885 to form the Ingernational Harvester Company.  It's most famous 
product was the Farmall, introduced in 1926 with some 5 million machines leaving 
the Rock Island plant by 1974.  By 1981 fortunes had changed and the company's 
finances were at their lowest point ever.  A new CE was appointed, leading to the 
amalgamation with Case in 1984. 

 
 
 
3  McCORMICK-DEERING (INTERNATIONAL) W12 PETROL/PARAFFIN 

TRACTOR C1934       
 SN: WS695 
 
 Produced from 1934 to 1938 the International W-12 was 

the smallest tractor in the IHC range, ideal for orchard as 
well as general farm and market garden work. 

 
 Given that the serial numbers start at 503 this has to be one of the very earliest 

produced. 
 
 See also notes under lot 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4  DAVID BROWN 25D DIESEL TRACTOR C1954 
               Registration No:  SSM 650     
 SN:  16890 
 With V5 
 
 A 25hp tractor c/w rear mounted belt pulley, 2 speed pto 

and 3 point linkage. 
 The DB25 & DB30 range, successors to the VAK1 were built at the Meltham Mills 

factory West Yorkshire from 1953 to 1958.  It was superceded by the DB900. 
 
 Founded in 1860 as a pattern manufacturing company specialising in machine cut 

gears, the David Brown company first ventured into tractor production in 1936 in 
conjunction with Harry Ferguson (Ferguson Brown) to become the biggest British 
tractor manufacturer in the post war period.  The decline of the company followed 
the worldwide recession in the late 60's leading to the sale of the tractor operation 
to Tenneo (J I Case) in 1972. 

 
 
5  MASSEY HARRIS 102 JUNIOR TWIN POWER PETROL/PARAFFIN 

TRACTOR      
 Registration No:  FTT 416 
 SN:  Not identified 
 Engine No:  MFA152D12628 
 No V5 
 
 Produced between 1939 and 1946 the 102 Junior was a distillate version of the 

101 Junior with larger 2.3/2.7L  Continental engine c/w belt pulley 
 
  
6  McCORMICK-DEERING (INTERNATIONAL) W4 PETROL/PARAFFIN 

TRACTOR C1940   
 SN:  WBH621 
 
 Complete with side mounted pulley and drawbar 
 
 This W4 is the 'regular' on standard tread of the Farmall H 

introduced in 1939.  This is has to be one of the very early 
ones given that the serial numbers start at WBH501.  Production ceased in 1952 
when it was superceded by the W6.  A total of 24,377 were built. 

 
 See also notes under lot 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



7  FORDSON POWER MAJOR DIESEL TRACTOR C1958 
 SN:  1486827      

    
 Successor to the New Major the Power Major was 

introduced in 1958 with a 51.8hp engine, improved 
transmission and Live-Drive hydraulics, to be replaced by 
the Super Major in 1961. 

 
 
 
8  McCORMICK-DEERING (INTERNATIONAL) W14 PETROL/PARAFFIN 

TRACTOR C1939       
 SN:  WS4644 
 
 This rare small 1.9L engined Farmall trctor was most 

commonly manufactured in row crop form, the standard 
tread version of which this, although on spade lugs is one, 
being known as the Country Farm & Garden tractor.  A 
total of some 1,163 were built between 1938/39. 

 
 See also notes under lot 2 
 
 
9  FORDSON MAJOR KFD 68 INDUSTRIAL DIESEL TRACTOR C 1955 
 SN:  1510079       
 
 A rare industrial version of this popular tractor, converted 

by Kent Ford Dealers 
 
 
 
 
10  FORDSON STANDARD N PETROL/PARAFFIN TRACTOR C1940 
 Registration No:  ABW 292     
 SN:  T24917R 
 No V5 
 
 Another very original Model N with water washer, air 

filter, belt pulley, high road gear and less common 16in 
front wheels.  Very much a local 'Oxfordshire' tractor 
having spent most of its life working in and around Blackthorn. 

 
 The Model N, an improved variant of the Model F was introduced in 1927 featuring 

a 27hp engine, standard rear fenders, a higher voltage ignition system and optional 
pneumatics.  It was probably the most important tractor in the UK during World 
War II with the Dagenham plant turning out some 136,000 units during the war 
period.  Production ran from 1929 to 1945 when it was superceded by the Fordson 
Major. 

 
 
 
 



11  FERGUSON TED20 PETROL PARAFFIN TRACTOR C1951 
 SN:  199331      

     
 Complete with MIL front end loader, pick up hitch and as 

new Firestone rear tyres. 
 
 Introduced by 1946 the TE20 tractor range was by far the 

most successful of Henry Ferguson's designs.  Affectionately known as 'the Little 
Grey Fergie' some 517,651 models wee built at Banner Lane, the TEA (petrol), 
TEF (diesel) and TED (petrol/paraffin) version of which this is one. 

 
 
12  FORDSON STANDARD N PETROL/PARAFFIN TRACTOR C 1938 
 SN:  836713      

      
 An original and rare example of its marque on pneumatics 

and complete with rear mounted Howard rotovator.  The 
air cleaner is of the 'handy' oil bath type,  the gear box 
ration SR4-3, and as new rear tyres. 

 
 The Model N, an improved variant of the Model F was introduced in 1927 featuring 

a 27hp engine, standard rear fenders, a higher voltage ignition system and optional 
pneumatics.  It was probably the most important tractor in the UK during World 
War II with the Dagenham plant turning out some 136,000 units during the war 
period.  Production ran from 1929 to 1945 when it was superceded by the Fordson 
Major. 

 
 
13  ALLIS CHALMERS MODEL C PETROL/PARAFFIN TRACTOR C1943  
 SN:  C2060         
 
 A 4 wheeled version of this popular row crop tractor with 

wide front axle c/w rear mounted pulley, PTO and engine 
mounted side weights. 

 
 Introduced in 1940 with a production run of some 84,000 it 

was superceded by the CA in 1948 
 
 
14  DAVID BROWN 1690 6 CYLINDER DIESEL TRACTOR (1980) 
 Registration No:  AWP 180W         

SN:  11210645 
 With V5 
 
 See also note under lot 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



15  MINNEAPOLIS MOLINE MODEL ZTU PETROL/PARAFFIN ROW CROP 
TRACTOR C1941     

 SN:  569884 
 
 Hand clutch, PTO and side mounted belt pulley. 
 
 The Universal ZT series was introduced in 1936, the 

ATU being the standard universal Z tricycle undercarriage with V front wheel 
arrangement.  Built in Minnesota, USA and imported to the UK under Lease Land 
Agreement.  It was superceded by the ZA in 1948. 

 
 
16  FORDSON E27N PETROL/PARAFFIN TRACTOR C1947 
 SN:  TO63 (gearbox SR2275)     
 
 This tractor is fitted with the more unusual Loddon 

manifold. 
 
 The Fordson E27N was introduced in 1945.  It was an 

upgrade of the Model N, having the same engine and transmission but with 
completely new crown  wheel and pinion differential.  Provision was also made 
for the addition of a PTO, Smith or Varley hydraulic lift, and adjustable width front 
axle. 

 
 The E27 was superceded by the New Major in 1952. 
 
 
17  DAVID BROWN SUPER CROPMASTER VAK/3/1C PETROL/PARAFFIN 
 TRACTOR (1955)    
 Registration No:  OCV 768 
 SN:  SP12035 
 With V5 
 
 Introduced to meet the demand for a more powerful 

tractor the Super Cropmaster was basically a 
Cropmaster with the larger bore engine from the Trackmaster 

 Crawler.  This one also comes with the benefit of the optional 2 speed belt pulley, 
PTO and hydraulics. 

 
 Perhaps best known for his ownership of Aston Martin from 1947 to 1972, David 

Brown first turned to the manufacturing of tractors in 1936 in collaboration with 
Harry Ferguson building the Ferguson Brown at Malthem Mills, West Yorkshire.  
The pair subsequently went their separate ways - Ferguson entered partnership 
with Ford while Brown designed his own tractor, the VAK1 (vehicle agricultural 
kerosene) Cropmaster.  Launched in 1939 at the 100th Royal Show at Windsor 
some 7,700 units were produced until replaced by the VAK1A in 1945.  The 
company was acquired by J I Case in 1972. 

 
 
 
 
 



18  CHASESIDE/FORDSON CRANE C 1940 
 Registration No:  264 GMO     
 SN:  (engine)  964847 
 
 Another very rare example of a Fordson N conversion, this 

time fitted with a Chaseside Model 15 2 tonne crane 
 
 
v19  FIAT 805C CRAWLER 4 CYLINDER DIESEL TRACTOR C 1970 
 SN:  Not identified      
 1799 hrs showing 
 
 A basically sound low hours tractor but part dismantled with the engine currently 

out to resolve a clutch issue and not as yet re-assembled. 
 
 
20  FERGUSON TED 20 PETROL/PARAFFIN TRACTOR C1951 
 SN:  213315        
 
 A restoration project, for repair or spares 
 
 
 
 
21  INTERNATIONAL (McCORMICK-DEERING) T20 AGRICULTURAL CRAWLER 

PETROL/PARAFFIN TRACTOR    
 SN:  ST9821       
 
 The T20 replaced the 10-20 Trac tractor and was designed 

specifically as a crawler tractor (not a wheeled tractor 
conversion like the 10-20) but using the same  

 C-221 engine as the Farmall Regular.  Introduced in 1932 it 
was replaced by the T-6 in 1939. 

 
 See also note under lot 2 
 
 
22  INTERNATIONAL 684 DIESEL TRACTOR C1980 
 Registration No:  MAC 311V      
 SN:  B530001B006389 
  
 Introduced in 1977 this 84 series 69hp tractor built at the 

Doncaster plant superceded the 574 and was itself replaced 
by the 685 in 1984 on the amalgamation of the company 
with J I Case. 

 
 See also notes under lot 2 
 
 
 
 
 



23  FORDSON DEXTA 3 CYLINDER DIESEL TRACTOR C1961 
 Registration No:  DDD 688Y      
 SN:  1460045 
 No V5 
 
 Introduced in 1958 the Dexta was Ford's answer to the 

highly successful Massey Ferguson 35 with which it shared 
the same basic Perkins P3 engine. 

 
 
24  MASSEY HARRIS PACEMAKER PETROL/PARAFFIN TRACTOR (UNSTILED) 

C1936          
 SN:  106543 
 Complete with PTO and belt pulley. 
 
 Introduced in 1936 the 25hp Pacemaker was one of its 

early tractormodels.  Production ran until 1939 when it was 
replaced by the 35hp 101. 

 
 Founded in 1847, later to merge with Harris in 1891, Massey Harris became one 

of the largest agricultural equipment manufacturers, specialising in harvesting and 
threshing machines. 

 
 
25  MCCORMICK-DEERING (INTERNATIONAL) 10-20 PETROL/PARAFFIN 

TRACTOR C1932      
 SN:  KC203060 
 
 One of IHC's most famous tractors with a production run of 

some 200,000 tractors between 1923 and 1939. 
 
 See also note under lot 2 
 
 
26  ALLIS CHALMERS MODEL B PETROL/PARAFFIN TRACTOR C1947 
 
 A restoration project, for repair or spares.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



31  FORD MODEL TT 1 TON VAN (1924) 
 Registration No:  SV 5385    

  
 SN:  TO630726 
 With V5 
 
 Based on the renowned Ford Model T car the Tin 

Lizzie, the TT truck was built with a heavier frame and rear axle giving it a rating 
of just short of 1 ton.  First produced in 1917 when it was sold as chassis only, it 
was not until 1924 that it was available with a factory built body.  It was replaced 
in 1928 by the Model AA after a production run of some 1.5m. 

 
 This particular truck was first registered in Suffolk under the registration number 

RT52 and is believed to have an English coach built body.  It has successfully 
completed the London to Brighton commercial vehicle run under it's current 
ownership. 

 
 
32  FORD CONSUL MK1 (EOTA) 4 DOOR SALOON (1953) 
 Registration No:  941 AMK    
 1508cc,   
 18,640 miles showing 
 With V5, MOT exempt 
 
 First shown at the 1950 London 

Motor Show with stablemate 
Ford Zephyr this was the first British  

 Ford with unibody construction and  
 up to date technology.  The new 1508cc, 47bhp engine 

had overhead valves, hydraulic clutch and independent 
front suspension while the 3 speed gearbox with 
synchromesh only on second and top was retained.   

 It was superceded by the MK11 (204E) in 1956. 
 
 
v33  FODEN ALPHA 2000 18 TONNE FLAT BED LORRY WITH CRANE 2001 
 Registration No:  Y935 HBT     
 V5 registration document 
 No current MOT 
 
 One of the last of the line of this famous marque.  This 

one has a Cummins 215 engine and comes complete 
with HMF 1563 K2 mid mounted crane. 

 
 Following a period of receivership 1980 Foden Trucks was acquired by the 

American firm Paccar.  Following the subsequent acquisition of Leyland Trucks by 
Paccar in 1998 independent Foden ceased production and replaced by models of 
DAF Trucks badged Foden (DAF trucks having previously been acquired by 
Paccar in 1996!).  The Foden name was dropped completely in 2006 thus ending 
1650 years of Foden production 

 
36  Set of Ferguson mounted disc harrows 



37  Ferguson mounted folding spike harrows 
38  Ferguson finger bar mower c/w stands type 775 
39  Ferguson single furrow mounted plough type 16-AE-28 c/w furrow wheel 
40  Ferguson single furrow mounted plough 
41  Ferguson spring tyne mounted cultivator 
42  Ferguson mounted folding weeder 
43  FR tool bar 
44  Ferguson mounted steerage hoe 
45  Ferguson mounted fixed tyne cultivator 9 tyne 
46  Ferguson 3 row mounted ridging plough 
47  David Brown (Bristol) 2 furrow trailed plough 
48  Robot transplanter 
49  MF46 2 furrow reversible plough (manual turnover) 
50  MF40 2 furrow mounted plough 
51  Ransomes RSLM Fruit TS12 3 furrow trailed plough 
52  Killifer trailed mole plough 
53  Massey Harris 2 furrow trailed plough 
54  Triple K spring tyne mounted cultivator 
55  MF41 3 furrow mounted plough 
56  MF mounted finger bar mower 
57  David Brown (Bristol) VAK1 cultivator 
58  Howard Selectotiller rotovator 
59  Massey Harris701 baler with original Armstrong Siddeley twin cylinder 

diesel engine  (illustrated) 
60  McCormick-Deering ED binder power drive (illustrated) 
 
64 Amanco ‘Hired Man’ 2.5 hp single cylinder open crank petrol engine  
 
65  THE LION 
 Hit and Miss single cylinder water cooled open crank petrol stationary engine 
 ML Magneto (illustrated) 
 
66  WADE DRAG SAW 
 Powered by a single cylinder (water cooled) 2 stroke petrol engine. 
 
 The origins of R M Wade go back through 5 generations to 1865 manufacturing 

and selling agricultural equipment in the far northwest of America.  The drag saw 
was introduced in 1890.The company name continues to this very day specialising 
now in irrigation equipment and trading as Wade Rain. 

 
 
67  INTERNATIONAL M TYPE SINGLE 1.5hp CYLINDER WATER COOLED 

PETROL STATIONARY ENGINE 
 
 Produced from 1917 to 1937 all M type engines were throttle governed with both 

low  tension ignition and high tension spark plus ignition systems.  The engines 
are completely enclosed and have a dry crank case, the main bearings being 
greased with mechanical grease cups and the cylinder by dip oiler.  All turning 
gears are inside the engine while the cam and other remaining parts are on the 
outside. 

 
 



LOT 36
LOT 43

LOT 45

LOT 46

LOT 59

LOT 60

LOT 64

LOT 66



68  PETTER A2 SINGLE CYLINDER AIR COOLEC PETROL STATIONARY 
ENGINE C1950 

 
 
 The following lots 81 – 100 are included by kind permission of Martin 

Parker & Family 
 
81  INTERNATIONAL B275 DIESEL TRACTOR C1967 
 Registration No:  Q428 NAV 
 SN:  53186 
 With V5 registration document 
  
 The International B-275 replaced the B250 in 1958 and was itself superceded by 

the B414 in 1968. 
 
 See also note under lot 2 
 
82  STANDARD FORDSON (GREEN, WIDE WING) PETROL/PARAFFIN 

TRACTOR C1941     
 Registration No:  FYB 418 
 SN:  889939 
 No V5 
 
 This one has both an air cleaner and belt pulley 
 
 
83  McCORMICK-DEERING (INTERNATIONAL) W6 PETROL/PARAFFIN 

TRACTOR (1942)    
 Registration No:  GPP 698 
 SN:  WDK4361 
 With V5 
 
 The successor to the W4 and manufactured between 1940 

and 1953 the W6 was the regular or standard tread version 
of the Farmall M.  A rugged, quiet,  smooth running machine with a versatile five 
speed transmission.  A total of 28,378 were built, superceded by the Super W6.  
This particular tractor was supplied by Potters of Thame. 

 
84  FISHER HUMPHRIES 2 FURROW TRAILED PLOUGH 
 
85  RANSOMES MG5 'MOTOR GARDEN' CULTIVATOR   
 The Ransomes MG (Motor Garden) cultivator, powered by a 

600cc single cylinder air cooled Sturmey Archer T engine was 
introduced in 1936.  It was upgraded to the MG5 in 1948 with 
a slightly more powerful Ransomes engine of the same cubic 
capacity.  Further refinements led to its replacement with the 
MG6 in 1953. 

 
86  RANSOMES TS2 SINGLE FURROW TRAILED PLOUGH 
 To suit MG 
 
 



87  Set of Ransomes trailed discs 
 to suit MG 
 
88  Hesford rear mounted winch 
 To suit Standard Fordson 
 
89  Petrol driven pressure washer 
 
90  MASSEY FERGUSON 65 MKII DIESEL TRACTOR C1967 
 Registration No:   DSV 627     
 SN: SNDY53407 
 No V5 
 
 Successor to the MF65 the MKII was launched in 1961 with 

a more powerful Perkins 4-270 engine developing 56.5 bhp, 
dual clutch, differential, diff lock and live power take off. 

 
91  MERCEDES UNIMOG 5958cc DIESEL 
 Registration No:  AE51 OUJ     

  
 231,376 km, with V5 
 Registered agricultural 
 Complete with front mounted winch. Right hand drive. 
 Ex Electricity Board 
 
 
92  FORD 5000 DIESEL TRACTOR (1969) 
 Registration No:  HUR 256G      
 6,610 hrs 
 With V5 
 
 
 
93  FORDSON MAJOR DIESEL TRACTOR  
 6 cylinder (6D) engine    
      
 A restoration projection in need of completion.  New items so far 

fitted include double clutch, brake shoes and cables, cross shaft 
seals. 

 Engine ex irrigation pump and very low hours 
 
 
94  INTERNATIONAL B414 DIESEL TRACTOR  (1963) 
 Registration No:  182 EAH 
     SN: 27115     
 With V5 
 
 Complete with front end loader, bucket & forks 
 
 Successor to the B250, International's first small British tractor, 

the B414 with more powerful BD-154 engine and full hydraulic 
draft control was introduced in 1961.  It was replaced by the 434 in 1966. 



95          NUFFIELD (BMC) 4/25 DIESEL TRACTOR C1969 
Registration No:  TTD 647H      

 SN:  25D/300864/5762 
 No V5 
 
 The 4/25 was introduced in 1967 to replace the Nuffield 

(BMC) Mini 9/16.  Production ceased in 1969. 
 
 
96  Genset mobile welder, electric start, Ruston engine 
97  Westwood ride on mower 
98  Toro Wheelhorse ride on mower 
99  Honda ride on mower 
100  Vintage root seed drill by ‘Daniel Teago maker Marcham’ 

and dated 1852 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE FOR ON-LINE AUCTIONS & TENDERS 

1. At the fall of the hammer, closing of the tender sale or the on-line lot closing time, the highest 
acceptable bid for each lot shall be the Purchaser and, in the event of any dispute, the Auctioneers shall have 
absolute discretion to settle such dispute. 
2. All lots are put up for sale subject to any reserve price placed by the Vendors 
3. All intending bidders at on-line or tender sales must register with the Auctioneers prior to placing a bid. 
All intending bidders must make prior arrangements regarding method of payment before attending or 
participating in a sale. 
4. No lot or lots shall be removed from the premises until paid for, but each and every lot shall immediately 
at the fall of the hammer be considered as delivered and be and remain in every respect at the absolute risk 
of the respective Purchaser or Purchasers thereof, and shall be removed at the Purchaser's expense after the 
conclusion of the Sale and taken with all faults or errors of description. 
5. The Auctioneers act only as agents for the Vendor(s) and are not responsible for any default by either 
Vendor(s) or Purchaser. In particular, they shall not be liable to pay the Vendor until payment is received from 
the Purchaser. 
6. No undertaking of the Auctioneers or their employees to take charge of any lots after the sale or to 
forward them to their destination shall be held to impose upon the Auctioneers any legal obligation or vitiate 
any of the foregoing conditions. 
7. In all cases of transfer the original Purchaser shall be held responsible for the purchase money. 
8. The Auctioneers have described the lots to the best of their ability and belief, but any statement made 
either in advertisements, catalogues, on-line description, photograph or other publicity are those of opinion 
only and are made without responsibility and shall not give rise to any action in law for damages or 
compensation or rescission of sale by a purchaser against the Vendor, the Auctioneers or their employees. All 
electrical or mechanical items are sold as un-tested, without warranties or any guarantees as to serviceability, 
working order or fit for purpose. 
9. Many lots offered for sale on-line are by reason of age or nature, not in first class condition. Some 
descriptions may refer to damage or restoration but the omission of such a statement does not imply that a lot 
may be free of damage or has been restored. Therefore all purchasers must satisfy themselves by physical 
inspection prior to making a bid as to the origin, authenticity, quality, quantity, weight, size and general 
description of each lot as all lots are sold “as seen” with all faults whether declared or not. 
10. The Auctioneers accept no responsibility in connection with the commissioning of their staff to bid for 
any lots. Reserves and commissions given verbally or by telephone are accepted at the sender's risk and must 
be confirmed in writing before the Sale. 
11. THIRD PARTY LIABILITY. All persons attending the sale or viewing whether it be at the Auctioneers’ 
premises or other place, before, during or after the Sale shall be deemed to be at their own risk and with notice 
of the condition of the premises and of the method of arranging lots and shall have no claim against the 
Auctioneers nor their principals in respect of any injury or accident which may occur from any cause 
whatsoever including postponement or cancellation of the sale. 
12. If any Purchaser shall fail to comply with the above conditions or any of them, the Auctioneers shall 
be at liberty to recover in full the amount of the purchase money of the lot or lots bought by such Purchaser 
together with all interest, costs, charges and expenses, without reference to any delivery or acceptance of the 
lot or lots, other than the first delivery by the fall of the hammer, or to resell any lot or lots bought by such 
Purchasers, either by public or private sale, and the full amount of the purchase money at the present sale, or 
the deficiency (if any) arising from the second sale, together with all interest, costs, charges and expenses, 
shall be made good by the defaulter and be recoverable as and for liquidated damages. 
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